Dear colleagues,
Department of Music Education of Faculty of Education at UJEP University Ústí nad
Labem and Society for Music Education of the Czech Republic

Cordially invite you to attend an international conference titled

Pedagogical Faculty UJEP – 5th – 6th April 2019 (Friday-Saturday)
The conference is held on the occasion of the 85th anniversary of the founding
of the Society for Music Education of the Czech Republic. As the title suggests, the
aim of the conference is to analyze the present situation and to outline the future
development of the subject Music Education. That is the reason why we chose the
following topics:


Music Education in the 21st century and its goals



Role of multimedia in Music Education



Present and future form of education of Music teachers



Formal and informal Music Education



Practical cases – examples of good and inspirational practice

The conference is intended for Music teachers at all levels (kindergarten, primary
and secondary school, art school, university).

The first day will be devoted to contributions and collective discussions of the
individual topics. During breaks between blocks we will offer you presentations of
materials that can be used in Music lessons or performances of school choirs. A
concert will also be a part of the conference where the stage will be left to pupils in
particular. Immediately after the concert a social evening will be prepared.

The second day of the conference will be devoted to workshops and practical
examples.

Time allocation of individual contributions is set at 12 minutes. The contributions will
be introduced through the musical theoretical and pedagogical periodical Aura
musica, published by KHV PF UJEP (Department of Music Education of Pedagogical
Faculty at UJEP University).

The application form for the conference can be found:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1O7quQY_Q3Av8S2xyhPZhJASZbokvpqHXyx0hB5
xJrDA

For the implementation team:
Doc. PhDr. Ivana Ašenbrenerová, Ph.D.
Head of the Department of Music Education of Pedagogical Faculty at UJEP
University
PaedDr. Jan Prchal
Chairman of SHV ČR (Society for Music Education of the Czech Republic)
Mgr. Jakub Kacar, DiS.
Organizational team of PhD students

